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Introduction.
The rise of blockchain technology has
resulted
in
many
concepts
of
decentralized digital assets. Among all of
them, cryptocurrency is the most popular,
and it has been around for decades.
Global interest in cryptocurrency is
skyrocketing day by day. According to data
from CoinMarketCap, there are currently
more than 7,800 crypto projects. But not
all of them serve the same purpose. Many
cryptocurrencies are created for human
freedom and financial inclusion. Such as
Bitcoin and Ethereum. On the other hand,
there are dozens of meme coins such as
Dogecoin and Shiba Inu.
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NerveFlux is backed and under
development of a registered Company in
Italy. The idea of the NerveFlux project is to
build an ecosystem where everyone will be
able to buy a property or invest in property
without converting cryptocurrency to fiat.
NerveFlux Marketplace will list properties
in Nerve and other popular coins. The
Marketplace Partner Program will let real
estate agencies list their properties and
get exposure in the crypto world.
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The
Problem.
In a report, Crypto.com estimated that
around 106 million people are using
cryptocurrencies around the globe. A large
number of people invest in crypto to fulfill
their dreams of buying a property. Another
group of investors invests in real estate
alongside cryptocurrency.
There is no seamless way to buy properties
or invest in real estate directly with
cryptocurrency, making fiat currency and
bank transitions the only option.
Also, real estate agencies and websites
show the pricing in fiat currencies and
traditionally do the deal. Crypto Investors
and holders need to convert their crypto to
fiat to buy or invest in real estate.
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The Solution:
NerveFlux.
Mission and vision of the NerveFlux
project is to develop a seamless system
where everyone will be able to buy
properties without converting their
cryptocurrencies to fiat. To accomplish
this, NerveFlux project will launch
NerveFlux Marketplace along with Nerve
Token, NerveFlux Governance Coin, and
NerveFlux NFT.
NerveFlux will be incorporated in
multiple countries: Italy, Germany, Croatia,
Spain, Nigeria and other selected countries
for a start. NerveFlux Marketplace partners
will be able to list their properties in
popular stable cryptocurrencies.
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Consumers will be able to buy
them
without converting any crypto to fiat.
Furthermore, people will be able to rent
houses through NerveFlux Marketplace.
The Marketplace will also allow payments
with local currencies. It will ensure that the
NerveFlux project is going to be the go-to
solution for everybody.
NerveFlux intends to be that bridge
between cryptocurrency and fiat currency
in the real estate business.

Official Website: https://NerveFlux.io
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Nerve
Token Details.
Token Name: NerveFlux.
Ticker: NERVE.
Blockchain: Binance Smart Chain (BSC).
Nerve Contract address:
0x8c21cef3c0f25e7fa267e33602702e3f91775360
Decimals: 18
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Tokenomics.

Private sale - 5%
Public Presale - 5%
Locked liquidity Support - 5%
Whitelisted Presale - 3%
Project Development and Support - 25%
Burn - 15%
Marketing - 17%
Partnership - 5%
Staking and airdrop - 12%
Team - 6%
Charity - 2%
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Tokenomics
Breakdown.
Maximum Token Supply:
200,000,000 (200 Million)
Private Sales will be vested for one (1) year
after Private Sales event.
 Public Presales will begin with a starting price
as seen on our official website.
 Project Locked Liquidity Support: Allocated
Token will be used to support liquidity funds
raised from public Presales.


70% of all funds raised during the NerveFlux
public presale will be allocated to PancakeSwap
Liquidity Pool. Initially, we planned to lock it for 5
years.
Liquidity should not come with uncertainty,
what happens after 5 years? What if there is a
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change in management within the 5 years?
These are your share of investments that should
not be within the control of the project team or
owners.
Liquidity should be owned by the public.
At NerveFlux, we have decided to protect your
investment from RugPull. Liquidity will be
locked forever.
LP token will be permanently burnt. This will
automatically protect the liquidity from RugPull.
Project Development and Support: 15.5% of
allocated Token has been locked for an initial
period of 3 years with TrustSwap. The balance
will be locked for 5 years with pinksale.




Burn Explanation:

We are implementing Nerve Token burn to
ensure an increase in value and scarcity of Nerve
Token over time. Another 2.5% of Nerve
Maximum Supply will be permanently burnt
after listing in Centralised Exchange.
A total of 15% of Nerve Maximum Supply has
been allocated to be permanently burnt.
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Marketing, Adverts and Partnership: Allocated
Token will be used as needed.


Staking and Airdrop: All Token allocated for
staking and airdrop will be locked for 6 months.


Team: The team deserve reward for their hard
work. To ensure no dumping on open market the
allocated Token has been locked for four (4)
years.


Charity and Climate Emergency: Token
allocated to Charity and Climate Emergency has
been vasted for 18 months.
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Fund Usage.

60% - Project development, Training and
Recruiting in Local territories.
30% - Marketing, Branding and promotion
and partnership.
6% - Legal and Administration.
4% - Unexpected emergency.
For transparency and accountability, NerveFlux
will make public audit reposts by independent,
European-based auditors.
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Hyper Inflation
Mechanism.
According to news.bitcoin.com, in 2020
the inflation rate of Bitcoin was 2.5%.
Icrypex.com shows the inflation rate of
Ethereum was 3.77%. That's why we build a
mechanism to fight back the inflation rate
of the Nerve token and help reduce it.
A total of 20% of circulating Nerve Token
will be burn over time to mint NerveFlux
Governance, NFT and our partners' Token
which will further reduce Nerve Token
Total Supply.
Our goal is to make Nerve Token a scarce
Token. To increase value and curb potential
inflation we have introduce a permanent
burn mechanism. Unlike most Token that
have defined Total Supply, Nerve token has
no fix Total Supply since it will be reducing
in quantity due to other burn mechanism
that will be introduced in the Nerve
MarketPlace
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NerveFlux
Marketplace.
There
are
more
than
7,800
cryptocurrencies and over 100 million
users. On the other hand, real estate is
considered one of the largest industries all
over the globe. NerveFlux Marketplace
www.NerveFlux.com will act as a bridge to
link real estate to the crypto world.
The goal of NerveFlux Marketplace is to
expose real estate to the crypto world.
People will be able to buy and invest in real
estate directly with their cryptocurrencies,
with no need to convert to fiat. In addition
to that people will be able to rent houses
with cryptocurrencies.

Marktplace Website: https://NerveFlux.com
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Built on Binance Smart Chain (BSC)
NerveFlux Marketplace will use escrow
service to provide a simplified and secure
gateway to Real Estate investment. It will
make the transitions easier and faster. Also
with BSC technology, it will be much more
secured and safe.
There will be a Partner Program where
real estate agencies will be able to list their
properties in NERVE, and other popular
cryptocurrencies.
NerveFlux will work with local authorities
and abide by regulations in a bid to
provide excellent service.
There will be a 5% discount on every
payment made with Nerve token through
the NerveFlux Marketplace. It will ensure
our clients/users get the best possible deal
daily.
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NerveFlux
Charity Program.
NerveFlux charity program is working on
building a better world for the future.
Every community member can be part of
it and contribute to a better ecosystem for
everyone.
How does it work?
The charity program team will plant trees
in different parts of the world to help fight
climate
change.
Everyone
who
participates in the charity program will
have a tree planted and tagged with their
wallet address.
How to enter?
Anyone who holds Nerve Token for more
than 120 days will automatically be part of
the NerveFlux Charity Program.
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Project
Roadmap.
1

2

Q3/Q4 2021
 Concept inception and
Development
 Contract Audit
 Whitepaper release
 Airdrop Whitelisting
 CoinMarketCap Listing
 Team KYC.

Q1 2022
 Initiation of partnership
with Local authorities.
 Staking App
Development.
 Listing on Exchange

3
Q2 2022
 Staking App Launch
 Early Investors
Distribution.
 Website update
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4

5

Q3/Q4 2022
 Planned Airdrop
Distribution
 Extensive Marketing
 Charity Program (Tree
Planting Program)
 Metaverse / NFT
Development

Q1 2023
 Development and
launch of NFT/Metaverse
and play to earn game.
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Q2/Q3 2023
 Release of NerveFlux
Marketplace Whitepaper

7
Q4 2023
 NerveFlux Property
Marketplace (NPMP)
Web Launch
 Top Exchange listing
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8
Q1 2024
 Development of NPMP
App
 Launch of NPMP App
for Andriod
 Launch of NPMP App
for Apple

9
Q2 2024
 Release of NerveFlux
Governance Coin
whitepaper
 NerveFlux Governance
Coin Launch

10
Q3 2024
 NPMP with withdrawal
Function Development
 NPMP Staking Function
Development

11
Q4 2024
 Upgrade and further
development of NPMP
 Integration of additional
coins for NPMP payment
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12
Q1 2025
 Release of NPMP App 2.0
 Further Upcoming
Development
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Early Investor
benefits.
There will be a reward for early investors in
form of Airdrop. Every holders of Nerve
token will be eligible to participate in the
airdrop reward based on the number of
coins they hold.
Furthermore, in the future, as more
Governance coins and NFT coins are
minted, every nerve wallet address will get
rewards in the form of Governance coins
and NFT coins.
Full details of the airdrop will be provided
afterward on the website. Please keep an
eye on the "Early Investor Benefits" pdf.
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Conclusion
Having seen all the challenges and the
difficulties involved in trying to purchase a
house with cryptocurrency, the NerveFlux
project was born. NerveFlux is here to offer
a less stressful and more convenient way
of paying for property with cryptocurrency.
We know the challenges involved in the
crypto world, the volatile nature, and the
risk involved. We intend to take on the
responsibility in a way that in the end both
the seller and the buyer are happy and
contented.

Official Email: cs@NerveFlux.io
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